Parking decal fee included in tuition bill

by Pam Colon

There was an addition to the tuition bills for the Fall 1992 semester which has caused mixed reaction from students.

According to MSC Business Ms. Vil Maristela, the business office decided it might easier for them as well as the students if the $25 parking fee was automatically added on to the tuition bills, considering that the parking decal application form is mailed with the bill. Students were not notified of this new addition.

"The form indicates that the fee was added on. If the students don't read what's on the bill then we are not responsible," MSC Business Ms. Maristela, said.

Some students who have cars and needed a decal felt it was easier with the fee added on, but some students did not. Many students without cars didn't read the bill and paid the additional fee.

Senior Celeste Narciso said, "I don't understand why a notice wasn't sent out. I have been here for four years, every year I get my bill, I look at the total and pay the price, I figure the school knows what it's doing. The bill looked as it always did so why would I look twice? The funny part is, I don't even have a driver's license, never mind a car."

Maristela said, "We are giving students the benefit of the doubt and if they came down to the business office they will be reimbursed." According to Maristela, students are driving to campus but not filing for a decal. Campus police went on a vehicle check and issued approximately $3,000.00 in tickets to vehicles without decals. "I don't understand why students would rather pay $10.00 every time they park rather than pay a one time $25.00 parking fee," she said.

Maristela said she wants students to understand that they are not charging this fee "for the heck of it," there is a purpose. It helps pay for the new shuttle buses as well as parking facilities for the students and faculty.

"Instead of beating the system, why don't the students work with us to provide a better service for everyone?" Maristela said.

According to the business office,

Campus Police issue warning about campus scam

by Maureen McGowan

Campus Police has issued an intra-office memo warning of the possibility of a magazine scam taking place on campus.

The memo reads: "During the Spring Semester of 1992, our office began an investigation into a group of con artists that came on campus and solicited the sales of publications. A number of our students fell victim to these con artists and lost hundreds of dollars. During the investigation, we also learned these same con artists also prey on college and high school aged females at the local malls.

These con artists never give their correct names, life histories, or information about the company they work for (which by-the-way does not exist). They give the receipts that look legitimate but they are not!

We have just learned they are back! We are looking for any information available to track these individuals down. We have photographs of two of the con artists which had actually convinced our students to date them.

Two of these females were very embarrassed. They came forward only after losing money and realizing they had been lied to.

The sales are going on during lunch time in the Student Center Cafe, which are affecting many of the Frats and Sororities. The sales are going on in the Residence Life Facilities where the con artists have been able to get residents to sign them into the building as guests. The sales are also going on in the Malls where anyone may fall victim.

Should you have any questions or believe you have fallen victim to this con, please feel free to contact our office at 893-5222 or 893-4201."

Campus Police have said the sellers of the subscriptions impersonate college students, and will claim they are students here trying to raise money for campus organizations and/or extra cash.
Assistant Vice President of Facilities, Thomas Stepnowski, was selected vice president of the New Jersey chapter of the Association of Higher Education Facilities Officers. The international organization strives for excellence in higher education facilities management.

Donations for victims of Hurricane Andrew are being accepted in the Student Center and the Residence Halls. Recommended items needed by the survivors include: bottled water, condensed milk, infant formula, batteries, canned goods, clothes, flashlights and personal items for children and the elderly.

There will be a retirement reception for Dr. Max Sobel of Mathematics and Computer Science Department held on Oct. 5, from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Student Center Ballrooms B and C. All are welcome to attend. An $8 contribution is requested and will cover refreshments and a donation to the Max Sobel Scholarship Fund. Please respond by Sept. 29, by sending a check made payable to the Math Symposium, to Helen Roberts or Dorothy Deremer in the Mathematics and Computer Science Department, Richardson Hall. For further information call x7239.

Members of the campus community are being offered two free tickets to the home football game of their choice by the athletic department. For tickets send your name, campus address and the date of the game you wish to attend to the athletic department. Upcoming home games are: Saturday Oct. 3, against Ramapo at 7 p.m., Saturday Oct. 17, Homecoming against William Paterson at 7 p.m., Saturday Oct. 31, against Trenton at 7 p.m., and Saturday Nov. 14, against Rowan College at 1:30 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL

Police fired on a crowd of 300 protestors in the Dominican Republic. According to authorities, one person was killed and two wounded. The protest was centered on the government’s plan to commemorate the 500th year since Columbus’ voyage. The protestors said the plan is wasting millions of dollars in a poor nation which only has electricity for approximately two to three hours a day, due to lack of facilities.

The Swedish Navy, for the second time in less than a week, was forced to fire depth charges on unidentified submarines near the Stockholm Archipelago. A spokesperson said the ships may be Russian and operating without President Yeltsin’s knowledge.

In a national referendum in France, the Maastricht Treaty was narrowly approved. Denmark has already rejected the plan, which is causing problems because the 12 nations involved were supposed to unanimously approve the Treaty. The Treaty provides for a unified European economic, political, and defense policy. It also calls for a common currency and banking system by 1999.

Four German right wing extremists were arrested for an attack on a refugee camp along the Baltic. In Bavaria an Ultra-Rightist party gained new strength in the regions election. The campaign by the “Republican” party targeted the flood of refugees into the German nation. They garnished 11 per cent of the members who have had a new child or who must care for a sick spouse.

NATIONAL

Since the Republican convention Bush has been dropping in the polls. An ABC News/Washington Post poll showed Clinton's lead over the president has widened to 58% to 37%. The poll has a margin of error of 4.5%. The margin has increased from the two previous polls which had Bush behind by 13% then 15% to the now staggering 21%.

“Murphy Brown,” the television sitcom, responded to Dan Quayle’s assault on the shows portrayal of single parent families. Quayle responded after the show, having to speak over protestors shouting “Four more months,” and said “I never criticized single mothers.”

An Indiana woman was pulled over in Iowa after not paying at a gas station. Her two children were found in the back seat. They had been shot in the head. The woman is said to be severely disturbed by her pending divorce. At the mention of her children in court, she said, “Who is Dusty and Randy?”

Bruce Janu, a suburban Chicago teacher has come up with his own way of making detention more of a punishment. He forces students to listen to Frank Sinatra tapes.

President Bush is threatening to veto the medical leave act now pending in Congress as a “flawed bill.” The bill would require businesses to give up to 12 weeks of unpaid leave to family members who have had a new child or who must care for a sick spouse or family member.

LOCAL

In a recent poll 45 per cent of New Jerseyans said the most important problem facing the country is unemployment. Five per cent or less of those polled found abortion, education, environment, drugs, and health care as the nation’s most serious. Other economic problems ranked second with 30 per cent.

In a speech to the United Nations, Bush proposed that Fort Dix be used as a training facility for U.N. troops. Fort Dix is a 75 year-old military base in New Jersey that has been hit hard by Pentagon budget cuts.

A new “sin tax” has been proposed to help pay hospital bills for the poor. The tax would be placed on cigarettes and all alcohol products. This tax was proposed by 35 public health groups in Trenton. The reason these particular items were chosen was that 40 per cent of the 754 million dollar cost of uninsured health care is caused by these products.

A superior court judge in Paterson laid the groundwork that will help get the recall question on the November 3, ballot in Passaic. The petitioner has legally acquired the signatures they need to remove Passaic Mayor Joseph Lipari if his cause succeeds at the voting booth.

The proposed and then killed incinerator in Passaic may be brought back. Several Republican lawmakers in New Jersey feel the threat of losing 3 million dollars wasted attempting to get the much protested incinerator built would be better spent if they restarted the project.

It is the policy of The Montclairion to correct any errors. If you spot an error please notify us at 893-5169.
Moore is first recipient of Distinguished Teacher's Award

by A. J. Pags and Caroline Burgess

Dr. Joseph Thomas Moore, of the History department, is the first recipient of MSC's first Distinguished Teacher Award.

The award, created by President Irvin Reid, allows the winner to design a course in their particular field of study. Also for his achievement, the recipient will receive a stipend equal to 9.0 credit hours at the summer rate. Further funds may also be given for the purchase of materials, travel expenses for conferences, and a student assistant.

Moore, who received his B.S. from Rutgers, M.A. from MSC, and his Ph.D. in Education from Rutgers, began teaching here in 1966. He said he "chose to teach history because I observed that when I read for pleasure, I tended towards history, the social studies and current affairs."

In a memo to the faculty, Reid said the award was created "...to acknowledge those of our colleagues who have chosen to dedicate their lives to the art and craft of teaching."

Moore is also the author of several books about baseball, war and teaching. He has taught the course "Methods of Teaching Social Studies" every year. Moore said, "I believe that success in teaching is in part the result of personal contact between teacher and student. Besides, the individual personalities of my students help to make teaching such fun!"

Moore has twice been the president of the local chapter of the American Federation of Teachers, a union which represents faculty, librarians, and staff. He also has been president of his church, tries to keep fit, enjoys scuba diving and loves to spend time with his wife, Dr. Joan Ficke, a professor in the Health Professions Department and Director of the Women's Center on campus. "We do almost everything together," said Moore.

Moore's new course, to be taught in the Spring, is entitled: "Connections: Years That Made History." It will be taught at the 100 level and fulfill general education requirements. Moore is recommending this course for history majors. In the past, Moore has taught other courses he originated including, "War in History" and "Sport in History."

He describes the course as a study of eight significant years in history since 1500. It will also study each year of the participating student's birth. Moore said the course will emphasize western history, but will attempt to achieve a more global perspective through elements of non-western history.

Remember to Recycle your Montclarion

Debris from an auto accident found in a bush on the Islands at the Clove Road Intersection

ROAD, from page 1

still very dangerous. No one stops to look. You're chancing it every time you go. I think we need a blinking light in that area," said Jennifer Varites.

Another student, Kristin Byrne, thinks a blinking light would encourage people to go through it cautiously. "I wonder how many times there's going to be an accident or how many people have to get hurt before they do something about it," said Byrne.

According to Campus Police there was a stop sign at this intersection in the past, but it had been stolen.

You can rely on Kaplan LSAT prep.
The Roman Numerals question format, sometimes called Triple True/False, has not appeared on the LSAT since February 1991. Kaplan caught the change. Not by accident, but because we have a team of professionals dedicated to analyzing the LSAT. Kaplan updated all lectures, materials and sample tests. So you'll spend every minute and every dollar getting ready for the test that you'll actually take.

Incriminating evidence.

Pick up the competitor's prep material. Look at it and see that they're still encouraging you to waste time on question formats that have not appeared on the LSAT in 18 months.

For more information on Kaplan LSAT prep, call:

Remember to Recycle your Montclarion

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.
NORML of NJ
1 (800) 742-2002
Liberate Marijuana

Sobel retires after 43 years of teaching

by Kelly Schab

Enthusiastic, outgoing, motivational, friendly, support­ive, and an outstanding lecturer is how Dr. Wolfe, head of the Department of Math and Science, described Dr. Max Sobel. “He is very efficient at getting things done and is always willing to help,” said Wolfe. Sobel taught at Montclair State College from 1947 to 1949, at Robert Treat Jr. High School from 1949 to 1955, and then came back to MSC in 1957, where he has been teaching since. Though he officially retired in June, Dr. Sobel is still teaching part-time a course geared to prospective high school math teachers here.

He has also taught at Columbia University, Rutgers University, and Stanford University. Besides his distinguished teaching record, he has also had an extremely successful writing career. Among his publications are numerous articles in professional periodicals and yearbooks, and approximately 50 textbooks of which he has either authored, co-authored, or edited.

Some of his books include: Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers, Introduction to Mathematics, and Algebra and Trigonometry.

Wolfe attested to Sobel’s popularity and said he attended two of Sobel’s lectures, one was attended by over 750 people while the other was attended by a standing room only crowd of over 1,000 people.

Dr. Garfunkel, a former student of Dr. Sobel’s, said, “He had a clear exposition, and motivated all of his classes. He was able to reach an audience of all levels including elementary school children to graduate students.”

Sobel has received many honors during his years of teaching, some of them include: the First Annual Montclair State Alumni Association Outstanding Faculty Award, 1982; an establishment of the Max A. Sobel Fellowship Fund for graduate students in Mathematics Education at Montclair State, 1983; the First Outstanding Mathematics Educator Award by the Association of Mathematics Teachers of New Jersey, 1990; and he is listed in such publications as Who’s Who in American Education and Who’s Who in the East.

After his full retirement, Dr. Sobel will continue to consult, to lecture nationally and locally, and to write.

According to Wolfe and Garfunkel, they will miss Sobel’s positive attitude, and sense of humor.

Campus Police staked out in lot #28.

Campus Police have added additional manoeuvres in order to try and deter criminals from vandalizing, breaking into and stealing automobiles in campus parking lots. Campus Police will be situated through out the lots from 7 a.m. till 11 p.m.

School of Conservation plans workshop

by Renee McDonnell

The N.J. School of Conservation, the environmental education field campus of Montclair State College, located in Sussex County’s Stokes State Forest, will hold its annual fall workshop Oct. 2 through 4, said Sue Burghard, Office of Public Information. The workshop titled “Utilizing the Natural Environment” is open to college students, teachers, naturalists, interpreters and concerned citizens.

According to Burghard the workshop will include classes in wetland/river ecology, cycling and recycling, canoeing, orientation, survival, art from found materials, environmental values, blacksmithing, Indians of New Jersey, simulation games, American craft heritage and pottery.

“I plan on attending this workshop because it is a great way to gain a practical awareness about the environment,” said Lisa Charmello, a senior and avid environmentalist.

The workshop begins Friday Oct. 2 at 6 p.m. and ends Sunday Oct. 4 at 2 p.m. The fee for the weekend is $85 and includes meals and lodging.

One credit, graduate or undergraduate, is available through Montclair State at the School of Conservation.

To register write to The New Jersey School of Conservation, R.D. 2, Box 272, Branchville, N.J. 07826 or call (201) 948-4646. Applications are accepted on a first-come, first-served basis.

NORML comes to "Whatever Festival"

by Cliff Annicelli

If you were at Sunday’s “Whatever Festival,” you probably saw the various political activist groups jockeying for your attention. You may have noticed the people with the big marijuana-leaf banner. They weren’t Canadians, they were NORML, the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws. In an effort to keep you informed, here’s their agenda:

NORML see marijuana, or to be technical, cannabis sativa hemp, as a sort of “lost wonder plant” of the 20th century. NORML are trying to show America the practical uses of this much-maligned plant as a source of medicine, paper, fuel, clothing and food.

Before the anti-drug crusades of the last twenty years, cannabis hemp was legally used for medicinal purposes. In 1970, the Nixon administration inexplicably had marijuana taken off of the Food and Drug Administration’s “Class 2” list of substances having “demonstrated medical value.”

In 1972, the Nixon-appointed Shafer Commission suggested that marijuana be relegalized but their report apparently was ignored. The medical uses of marijuana include the treatment of “back pain, asthma, glaucoma, epilepsy, cancer, muscle spasms, migraines, tumors, stress, depression, nausea, anorexia, rheumatism and arthritis” all with “non-toxic minimal side effects.”

The other half of NORML’s argument is based on the ecologically sound uses of cannabis hemp as a replacement for current products such as paper, textiles, fuel, and as a source of food. Hemp, if used as a substitute for wood for making paper would help stop “worldwide deforestation” and would be safer to produce since no potentially toxic chemicals are needed to produce hemp-based paper according to NORML.

Hemp can also be used to make clothing in place of traditional garment fibers. Hemp is “softer, warmer, stronger, more absorbent and lasts longer than cotton.” Hemp can be used as an alternate source of fuel, particularly as a source of methanol. Methanol is currently made from corn. Hemp output of methanol per acre is considerably larger than the amount of methanol from an acre of corn.

Hemp can also be used as a cheap food source (besides Brewers’ fermenter) much like soy meal plus it also yields an inexpensive source of vegetable oil. This is NORML’s argument in favor of relegalizing the use of the cannabis sativa plant. All of the information presented here was supplied by NORML.

Whether or not you buy their argument is up to you.
The Macintosh Student Aid Package.

Get over $400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the Apple Macintosh computers shown above at our best prices ever. And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 — and only at your authorized Apple campus reseller.

For further information visit
The College Store
Lower Level – Student Center Building


COLLEGE LIFE UNION BOARD presents...

COMEDY SHOW
Tuesday, Sept. 29 9 p.m.
student Center Ballrooms

Laser Karaoke
Wednesday, Sept. 30
6 p.m. Student Center Cafeteria

C.L.U.B. is a Class 1 Organization of the S.G.A.
9/15/92: A student parked her vehicle in Lot 28 and as she was riding the shuttle bus she noticed men doing landscaping. When she returned to her car she found dirt clinging to her car windshield, and two large tree branches on the hood of the car, and a 3" x 4" crack in the windshield. She claims this damage was done by the working men.

9/15/92: A smoking mattress was found in a dumpster. A cigarette was determined to be the cause of the fire. It was extinguished immediately.

9/16/92: A wallet was found laying in the roadway of Lot 6. It was turned in at the parking side. The owner was informed and he picked it up.

9/16/92: A non-student attempted to enter Freeman Hall with a ladder after being turned away earlier at the door for using false identification. A strong scent of alcohol was said to be emanating from this person. He was taken to headquarters, charged with trespassing and then released with a court date scheduled for Oct. 6, 1992, 9AM in Montclair.

9/20/92: A student returned to her car in Lot 21. Upon returning she found the door had been tampered with and the steering cover removed.

9/20/92: A non-student attending the Spin Doctors concert became violent, threatening by fighting, and refusing to calm down while attempting to be escorted out of campus. The individual hit a security officer on the wrist and then resisted arrest.

9/20/92: The director of Blanton reported the alarm malfunctioned. A student was using his computer when he left his office. He heard a door slam across the hall and thought nothing of it. When he returned, he noticed the door had been broken in. Nothing appeared to be missing.

9/21/92: A non-student parked his car in Lot 22 and placed a security device on his steering wheel to his brake and went to class. While attempting to be escorted out of campus, the individual bit a security officer on the wrist and then resisted arrest.

9/21/92: A student returned to her car in Lot 23. When she returned the car was missing.

9/21/92: A student parked her car in Room 402, reaching up as if to touch him.

9/22/92: Male parked his car in Lot 28 and someone broke into his car, stealing a jacket and wallet containing credit cards and money.

9/22/92: Student parked his car in Lot 22 and when he returned it was missing. A complete check was conducted with negative results. After two hours the vehicle was recovered in Lot 28, ignition was removed.

9/23/92: Student states she parked her car in Lot 24 and upon returning the right front tire was missing.

9/23/92: Student parked and locked her car. Upon returning the driver's door and rear passenger door were unlocked and the radio missing.

9/23/92: A student parked her car in Lot 22 and someone broke into his car, stealing a can of tear gas.

9/24, 1992

INNOCENT BLOOD

A movie that goes straight for the jugular.

WARNER BROS. PRESENTS
LIE RICH PRODUCTION A LANDS BELZERG FILM INNOCENT BLOOD ANN PARILLAUD
RICHARD FLOOS DIRIKO ANTONY LIPPAZON ROBERT WOLLER 
EVA DUANE KENNALENE SUNGALEN ETHER E. QVALL SUGAR
WRITTEN BY MICHEL WURK PRODUCED BY LEE RICH AND LIEZEL BELZERG DIRECTED BY JOHN LANDS

STARTS SEPTEMBER 24TH EVERYWHERE
Go ahead...take the plunge

by George Olachewski

Remember when mom asked, "If your friends all jumped off a bridge, would you?" Okay, mom, so it wasn't a bridge, it was a crane.

To the uninitiated, bungee jumping is a unique experience. Before Sunday, I was a complete neophyte to bungee jumping. After I decided to do the dirty deed, my best friend looked at me strangely, wondering how screwed up I was to jump off a bridge, would you?" Okay, okay, how screwed up I was to jump off a bridge, would you?" Okay, mom, so it wasn't a bridge, it was a crane.

As we were driving through Leonia and Fort Lee, I read the brochure scanning the words "Couch Potato has no desire to become a mashed potato!" We pulled into the parking lot just as the crane was raising a jumper. As we approached the crane, I heard the countdown. "5... 4... 3... 2... 1... Launch!" I asked for another countdown. "Four," I see the glistening water below. "Two," I remember the guy at the table telling me the water under the basket is only about three feet deep. "One," shit. "Launch!"

The straps seemed sturdy, thank God, as they set me up and strapped the cords onto my chest and waist. I stepped into a cage that's as big as two telephone booths. The attendant was nice. It was my first jump, and believe me, he could tell. "Okay, okay, how screwed up I was to jump off a bridge, would you?" Okay, mom, so it wasn't a bridge, it was a crane.

That assured me a little bit. This Couch Potato has no desire to become a mashed potato! We pulled into the parking lot just as the crane was raising a jumper. As we approached the crane, I heard the countdown. "5... 4... 3... 2... 1... Launch!" I watched as a thirtysomething guy plummeted toward the Hudson (the crane swings out over the river), and about five feet before splash down, the cord grabbed him and sprung him back up. He did a three and a half turn somersault and headed back down. After a few gentle springs, he was lowered back to terra firma with a Cheshire cat grin on his face.

I made my way toward the table with the waivers. You know, the ones that say if you go splat, it's your own fault, not ours. I read over, signed it and awaited my turn. My good friend went to get a soda just as it was my turn to take the leap of faith.

The attendant yells down for a "Four," I see the glistening water below. "Two," I remember the guy at the table telling me the water under the basket is only about three feet deep. "One," shit. "Launch!"

I asked for another countdown. "It goes and I still haven't jumped. All right, so I'm a chicken. I come off the harnesses with a post-bungee grin on my face. It was unbelievable. I was almost ready to do it again, but my wallet was empty. The 130 feet I jumped makes the 70 feet Action Park bungee jump seem like a walk in the park. I've done a crane. Maybe a balloon bungee jump is next.
Make the right environmental choice

by Dawn D. Kelly

Every day, whether you realize it or not, you make choices on decisions that will help or degrade the environment. For example, you may choose to leave your paper plate or napkin on the steps of the Student Center to fly away with the wind or you may choose to walk over to the garbage bin and dispose of them. You may choose to walk out of the Book Store with a plastic bag which you throw away the moment you transfer your books to your bookbag, or you may say, "Hey, I don't want to contribute to waste. Thanks, but no thanks, I don't need the bag."

You may also choose to reduce your local environmental records of our presidential hopefuls or you may choose not to know and end up not voting at all because you're not familiar with the issues.

It's not as difficult to learn the facts as you might think. There are people who have done the investigating for us and now it's time to listen. Two groups in particular, the League of Conservation Voters (LCV), a nonpartisan political action arm for the environmental movement, and Voting Green, a published guide to making political choices, have researched both candidates' environmental records.

First, we'll look at our current president. The Bush Administration has two environmental pluses in their favor: promoting the preservation of Civil War Battlefields, and early support of the Clean Air Act. "The truth is, while Bush supports the Clean Air Act, it would not have passed Congress. However, Bush gave support to the bill, he simultaneously worked to weaken it in practice," states LCV. At the same time the Clean Air Act was under consideration, the Bush Administration supported automobile companies in blocking a bill that would have reduced energy use by improving automobile fuel efficiency by 40 percent. LCV estimates that this would have saved 2.8 million barrels of oil a day! Bush's energy plan includes opening the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska to drilling.

Weaken the President's record, and you'll find that Bush has stepped in to oppose the Reagan Administration by implementing destructive policies concerning our federal lands. He supports high logging levels in the Pacific Northwest at rates considered to be too high to protect and sustain wildlife, recreation, and scenic beauty. The nation has learned this first hand as a result of the well-published decline in the spotted owl. Habitat destruction in the ancient forests is endangering the entire species.

The Bush Administration recently announced they will not sign an extension to the Endangered Species Act, concluding that "saving every subspecies" is questionable. As the recession's grip becomes tighter, and the election draws near, many existing environmental rules are being rewritten to reduce their cost to businesses. It appears that President Bush is implementing short-term gains and not planning for the future, just so he can keep his job.

One more blow to Bush's environmental record includes his move to redefine the wetlands, a definition that would shrink by half the number of acres protected under this act.

Arkansas governor Bill Clinton has promised to do better but we've been fooled once already by a self-proclaimed "environmental president." Voters realize that most politicians will promise us the world just to get elected. Oddly enough, that's just what we want, except we want it clean and safe.

LCV and Voting Green have traced Clinton's environmental record in Arkansas and have given him mixed reviews. He has been criticized for his past appointments to committees. These committees, being established to study the environment, were appointed more representatives from the industry being studied than conservation groups.

Along the same lines, Clinton has been criticized in his choice not to push for regulations that would stop environmentally damaging practices of the Agricultural and Timber industries, two of the largest employers in Arkansas. Currently, there is an environmental committee studying these problems. They are expected to finish their work sometime this month.

However, more recently, Clinton has demonstrated a commitment to addressing conservation issues. He has put together a pro-environmental legislative package aimed at planing more trees, maintaining the current level of forested land as well as increasing the state's forested acreage. The governor also has a record of handling out stiff fines to industries who violate hazardous waste disposal laws.

"The state ranks tenth in the country for its air and water purity, and Clinton's clean water program is partly responsible for the fact that 83 percent of the state's lakes, rivers, and streams are now open to swimming, compared to 53 percent before he took office," states the National Parks and Conservation Association (NPCA).

Bill Clinton has been given credit by LCV for being "better late than never" when it came to environmental issues. His choice of running mate, Al Gore, a Tennessee senator who has received the highest rating in Voting Green for his Senate record, has reinforced the environmental platform on which he stands.

By learning the facts, thanks to organizations like LCV, Voting Green, and NPCA, we can make an educated choice. Voters cannot walk into that booth on November 3rd, confident that they have made the right choice.
DANCECLUB

WORLDCLASS D.J.s SPIN THE SMART MIX FOR PEOPLE ON A HEALTHY AURAL DIET. HERE’S A SAMPLE.

- RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
- CURE
- JAMES
- BEASTIE BOYS
- PEARL JAM
- T99
- SOUP DRAGONS
- BLACK SHEEP
- BLUR
- EPM'D
- JANE’S ADDICTION
- THE SHAMEN
- J&M CHAIN
- VIOLENT FEMMES
- L7
- SONIC YOUTH
- SMASHING PUMPKINS
- A TRIBE CALLED QUEST
- LORDS OF ACID
- KC & THE SUNSHINE BAND
- THE STRANGLERS
- 25TH OF MAY
- DEE-LITE
- APOTHEOSIS
- SISTERS OF MERCY
- MUDHONEY
- PUBLIC ENEMY
- BARRY WHITE
- RIDE
- MY LIFE WITH THE THRILL KILL CULT
- FRONT 242
- REM
- U2
- JAM
- CLASH
- NEDS
- ATOMIC DUST BIN
- STEREO M.C.s
- ETC...

LIVE VENUE

WATCH FOR SPECIAL LIVE SHOWS. ACTS LOCAL TO INTL. THESE ARE SOME BANDS THAT HAVE PLAYED THE LOOP.

- FAITH NO MORE
- NINE INCH NAILS
- APB
- THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS
- SCHOOLY D
- GANG OF FOUR
- THE FEELIES
- UNTAMED YOUTH
- KILLING JOKE
- JOHNNY THURSDERS
- THE SMITHEREENS
- HENRY ROLLINS BAND
- DUMP TRUCK
- SILLY RABBIT
- FLESH FOR LULU
- THE SELVES
- GIMMIE THE GUN
- SQUARE 1
- BARRENCE WHITFIELD & THE SAVAGES
- SWEET LIZARD ILLTET
- RICHARD LLOYD
- THE SILOS
- KONK
- CLOSE LOBSTERS
- MIRACLE LEGION
- THEY EAT THEIR OWN
- SCRAM
- DIG
- YOUR MAMA
- ANYTHING BOX
- LUCKY 7
- WINTER HOURS

THE LOOP IS SWIRL ON THURSDAYS

M.S.C. STUDENTS
FREE ADM. .75¢ DRAFT

WRECKING BALL WEDS.
GIRLS ADMISSION FREE
$1.00 DRAFT • $2.00 SOL

SOUND CONDITIONED
MUST BE 21 YRS.
DANCING WED-SAT.
NO BONEHEADS!

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
FREE ADMISSION
BEFORE 10:30 p.m.
$1.00 DRAFT until 11:00

DIRECTIONS:
JUST 10 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. TAKE RT. 3 EAST TO PASSAIC AVE. EXIT. GO RIGHT OFF RAMP. GO TO THIRD TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE LEFT ONTO VAN HOUTEN AVE. GO TO FIRST TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE RIGHT ONTO B’WAY. LOOP IS ONE BLOCK ON RIGHT SIDE.

373 BROADWAY, PASSAIC PARK, N.J. 365-0807
The value of networking: \textit{part two}

Our last article looked at the idea of creating a network early in your college years so that you can begin getting information that can help in career planning and eventual job hunting. The more you know about the world of work, the easier it will be for you to plan your major, and look for related work experiences, such as co-ops, internships, or part-time jobs.

Before you contact someone via your own network or Career Service’s Alumni Network, you should prepare a list of well thought out questions. At the same time that you are conducting an information interview, you are adding someone to your network and you will want to sound intelligent.

The questions you should ask fall into two broad categories: the nature of the work being performed and the kinds of people who typically enjoy and are successful in that kind of work. The questions that follow are provided only as examples. Feel free to ask others that fit your conversation.

1. Why did you choose this occupation?
2. What do you do on an average day? What tasks do you perform each week?
3. How many hours a week do you typically work?
4. Tell me about your work setting.
5. How many hours a week do you typically work?
6. What kind of educational background and/or work experience is required to enter this field?
7. Is study in a particular major required?
8. What classes outside my major should I take? What kind of skills should I work on developing?
9. What kind of people do well in this field? If you were hiring a new employee in this field what kinds of personal qualifications and skills would you be looking for?
10. Is promotion possible in your occupation?
11. What kind of lifestyle does this occupation give you?
12. What have you gained or lost personally by working in this field?
13. How has your work been affected by technology? Are computer skills needed?
14. What are typical entry level jobs? How has the local entry level job market been affected by the recession?
15. How has your field as a whole been influenced by the recession?
16. How should I proceed if I am interested in this field despite the recession?
17. What professional associations may I join as a student?
18. What books or professional literature should I be reading so I can learn more about this occupation?
19. Are there conferences that I might attend to meet others in this occupation?
20. Are there other people you know whom I might call to get further information?

Use good judgment in asking your questions. Don’t overwhelm the person to whom you are speaking with a hundred questions. Listen carefully to what he or she is saying and let your questions develop as a natural outgrowth of your conversation. Call a number of people in the same job title so that you can get all of your questions answered and be sure of getting a balanced view of a particular occupation.

Remember that Career Services has an Alumni Network of over 300 people in a wide variety of occupations, all of whom have already volunteered to talk with you on the phone and help you learn about their work. Come to the office to learn how to take advantage of this system.
EVERYONE SAW THIS AS A PROBLEM ONCE.

Occasionally the pieces all fit, but you didn’t know why. Eventually, it became obvious.

Today, you have a new set of problems and again you may find yourself getting the solutions, but not knowing exactly why.

Working with Schaum’s Outlines takes the guesswork out of problem solving. The Outlines provide you with the questions and the solutions in order to show you how to solve problems. The more you work with Schaums, the more obvious the solutions become.

Available in engineering, math, science, economics and computer science. Look for them in your college bookstore.

Schaum’s Outlines

Available at your college bookstore
Commuters check in, but they can’t check out

Picture this: You’ve embarked upon your epic journey to MSC an hour early in the hope of getting a parking spot in the same area code as your 9:00 a.m. class. After a fruitless, spirit-deadening search for said spot, spent primarily dodging the decal-checking sirens, you resign yourself to your customary early-morning mountainous hike. Parched and emaciated from the pre-dawn effort, you attempt to lift your flagging spirits with a synthetic breakfast of coffee, sugar-knotted bowels, you make your way perilously through the (trumpet flourish, MSC escapees before they get out of the Quad in hopes of securing a parking spot. When you finally return to your escape vessel is downhill, and desperate students have been known to pick up rows of cars mock you as you stumble, half-hunched to your vehicle and numbly fumble for your keys. Your journey has come to an end. A dead end.

Seven students walked down a vaguely similar cul-de-sac this past Monday when they returned to their cars to find them battered, beaten and bashed. Some cars had their windows broken, steel yourself in the face of the thick-skinned, oddly appendage-esque sausages of students, to the less desirable window-smashing vein of deviants that returned to their cars to find them battered, beaten and bashed. Some cars had their windows broken, steel yourself in the face of the thick-skinned, oddly appendage-esque sausages of students, to the less desirable window-smashing vein of deviants that have taken to habitual cruising our construction-scared byways in search of abandoned prey. That’s right, suspicious motorists may, at this very moment, be under the watchful surveillance of the proper authorities. Our stay may not be pleasant, but if it might appease the almighty administrational gods, we pray your departure be assured.

“I don’t understand why students would rather pay $10.00 every time they park rather than pay a one time $25.00 parking fee,”...
Religion is out of touch with politics and the real world

The case against abortion makes some valid points

The real world is neither simple nor clear cut. Only one of those phrases like "politically correct" and "Just Say No." People who haul them as social triumphs may not have it all together upstairs and are more than just a little bit naive. People like this are simply not in touch with the real world.

I saw a button the other day that said, "Clinton and Gore are lying. They're not Christians." Excuse me? Who cares? Who ever said that allegiance to Jesus Christ was a prerequisite for the presidency? Any politician who puts their religion before the interest of the people shouldn't be in politics. It's no more than an attempt by the religious right to make their concocted beliefs law and isolate about 90% of the population. What's really scary about this is that a lot of people take them seriously and agree with them, while many of us don't feel that it's too ridiculous a proposal to even take seriously. Will the difference win out? It's not impossible.

Maybe I'm mistaken, but I thought this was the United States. You know, a democracy. You should be able to practice any religion you want and have any damned value system you feel like having, provided your "values" don't involve hacking other individuals into small pieces. Maybe if the right-wing holy rollers got some consid- erable clout in government, they would hack into small pieces any individual who disagrees with them. Or maybe they'll minutemen burning at the stake?...

After all, why should we be concerned with how "morally up-right" a candidate is? Whose morals are we discussing? People want honesty, but when a candidate is honest about his personal life, they always find a reason to be shocked or outraged by it. And what about candidates who don't seem to have skeletons in their closets? Doesn't it make you wonder? I'm sorry, but as far as I'm concerned, a person without a past is not a person. Everyone has done something that will offend someone else. Personally, I couldn't care less about who or what a candidate has smoked a go or how many times he has smoked dope and smoked launder- dry bleach during his college years. I want a president who has lived life, not hidden behind his monastery walls. So remember when you vote this year (which you should): nobody is perfect, so beware of the guy who pretends to be.

Mayh Bush is trying to evade the economic issue. God knows he'll have to if he somehow wants to win.

I don't know about you, but I'm starting to think that George Bush's campaign managers (and the Quaye's) have been spending too many evenings dropping acid and watching non-stop Donna Reed reruns. It seems like the only viable explanation for making a campaign issue out of "family values." Maybe Bush is trying to evade the economic issue. God knows he'll have to if he somehow wants to win. But even so, family values has got to be a pretty scary platform. It's another one of those phrases like...
**LETTER...**

They're so wonderful he wants to vomit...

Dig me here and dig me now, MSC finally has something to be proud of. Last Sunday's Spin Doctors concert was, beyond the shadow of a doubt, the most successful student-programmed event this mountain of mud has seen in ages.

Hurrah, hurrah and lots of free drugs to Jim Lloyd and his merry band ofurchins that are Class One Concerts. Thousands of people were dancing, sweating, wiggling and getting booty. And nobody died! Dig that. Delta Chi fraternity supplied the security, and except for the occasional broken toe or bloody nose, nobody was worse for wear. Excellent job, kids.

Even Campus Police kept their cool. (Gez, what is this, the Apocalypse now? Am I congratulating both a frat and Campus Police in the same letter? Kill me now.) Seriously, there were so many people and enough potential for danger that I could've very well seen one of our men in blue flipping out completely. I wouldn't have performed so well under the circumstances.

It is very rare that anything posi-
tive is said about students or what they can accomplish. Its even more rare that I will write anything remotely positive. So here it is. Enjoy it while it lasts. Class One Concerts for President! Class One Concerts is so won-

---

Victor Adler

**LETTER...**

Meet our student trustees

Who are the most powerful stu-
dents on campus? Some say it is the SGA President or perhaps the treasurer who oversees the $500,000 budget. If you think one of these is correct, well you're wrong. In fact, very limited, but certainly effective, is the role all the ingredients that constitute author-

renovations of the Rat and work on

Carlyle and Webster roads. An-
other contract that was awarded was for over $300,000 to construct 5,500 square feet of facility reading rooms. Because of a $1.5 mil-

lion shortfall of funds as of this-

meeting, the student trustees mo-
tioned to take this action until a

math and science graduate degrees.

Also present at this meeting was a

sense of fear expressed by the faculty

and students about the future of MSC
due to exorbitant cuts in state funding.

This is not surprising when early esti-

mates point to an $8 million decrease

in MSC's $55 million budget. That is

a 13% loss. Mutual consent among

campus constituents is only a great deal of collaboration and

programming at an affordable price.

Lastly, we strongly urge all stu-
dents to attend the

Board of Trustees meeting, usually

on the second Thursday of the month at 4:30 on the fourth floor of the student center.

---

Seth Leibowitz
Sal Alderton
Student Trustees

---

**LETTER...**

What a weekend!

A funny thing happened last weekend. There were people on MSC's campus over the weekend? Really? I congratulate Class One Concerts for successfully arranging some solid weekend program-
ing. I encourage all other organizations and individuals to continue this excellent process of weekend campus excitement. Hell, we could even have some weekend parties (damn, imagine that!).

Gary Pankiewicz
English Major

---

**LETTER...**

In defense of gun control

After reading Paul J. Schroeder's "Always Right" column on gun control, I became so enraged by his sweep generalizations and false assumptions that I felt compelled to address these issues.

Mr. Schroeder writes, "If part of the (the Constitution) is obsolete, does the rest become obsolete?" Just because proponents of gun control have reason to believe that the part of the second Amendment dealing with the right to bear arms may be outdated, it in no way means that they believe the rest of the Constitution should be done away with. To remind Mr. Schroeder, the Constitution of the United States has been examined over the years (like the last two hundred), and during this time various changes have been made because the consensus felt it was necessary. If this had not been the case, slavery might still exist and a good part of the MSC student body might not have the right to vote on November 3.

Amendments themselves have been added and then later repealed (for example, the 18th and 21st amendments dealing with Prohibition). The Constitution was not carved in stone. It has adapted to new philosophies and evolved as society has changed. If certain persons prefer it to be unmanipulable, then they might as well be living in the Stone Age.

Mr. Schroeder also writes, "However, since we are not allowed to have semi-automatics we are forced to use baseball bats or some equivalent." Oh really? I haven't noticed a dramatic surge in Louisville Slugger profits. The ban on semi-automatics does not mean a ban on all guns.

Gun control means just that - control. Not all advocates of gun control want an absolute ban on firearms. There are always differ-

ent degrees of belief in any group that supports a particular view.

But maybe we do need semi-

automatic guns. Who knows, maybe in that stream of bullets we'll get both of those guys rip-

ping off of that? Eleven. Then again, those bullets could hit a fifty year old, but who cares. Hell, I still have the right to own such a great killing machine. I mean, Paul J. Schroeder Jr. agrees with me, and he'll never know he's "Always Right." Not.

Helene Lefkow
Junior, English
Art show to be held for AIDS benefit

The William Carlos Williams Center for the Arts has organized a special program entitled, "Save The Art/Save The Artists," an AIDS benefit. This non-profit multi-discipline performing and fine arts center houses three live theatre spaces, an art gallery, two cinemas and a restaurant. The center would like to have as many of these disciplines as possible represented.

The entertainment will consist of a celebration for these artists as well as a way to educate the public. The Williams Center is currently looking for artists work as well as any organizations that are interested in helping. If interested, please contact Michele, Director of the Williams Center at (201)939-6960.

Arts & Entertainment

Whatever Festival rocks the Amphitheatre

by Anthony Floreno

September 20th.
The Amphitheatre. The Spin Doctors, Wallflowers, Mainline, and Planet Dread. What does this add up to? A great concert. Class One Concerts comes up golden again with its second show of the year. This time a four band/all day/political kind of festival.

Whatever.

That's right, the Whatever Festival office in today's political p.m. when the opening act, Planet Dread, took the stage. Playing on an over-crowded stage was no obstacle for Planet Dread. They played their brand of psychedelic grunge for close to 45 minutes.

Dave, the bassist, cited, "Indian grunge for close to 45 minutes. Dread, took the stage. Playing on the first song, "The Farm," was a kind of festival.

Festival officially started at 1:15 p.m. when the opening act, Planet Dread took the stage. As Rob Campos pointed out, "The place is packed. I've never seen it this packed. I mean, I came to Meadfoot two years ago..." With that in mind, the Spin Doctors came on at 4:30 p.m. They started off with "Big Fat Punky Booty," after which bassist Mark White yelled, "Chill out! This is not slam-dancin' music."
The students obviously disagreed, and continued to bounce around. Other highlights of their set included "Jimmy Olsen's Blues" and "Little Miss Can't Be Wrong," which singer Christopher Barron introduced with, "You don't have to be a woman to be a bitch. If you have a problem, you're a bitch."
The Spin Doctors played three encore songs, but what was really interesting was seeing Rob Tranter in the pit physically stopping people from slam dancing. Rob obviously thought the grabbed people around the neck, they would stop. He was wrong.

The students continued slamming and no one got hurt.

Imagine that.

If they would have told you that by the end of September, Class One Concerts would have put on two great live shows, you would have said, "You're fuckin' crazy!" Well, who's fuckin' crazy now?

Four weeks into the semester and Class One Concerts is 2 for 2. Did I mention they were both free?

(Planet Dread are playing at Atlantis on Sept. 30 and at Danceadia on Oct. 1. Mainline will be playing at the Loop Lounge this Sunday, Live Tonight Oct. 8 and Boo-Boo's Oct. 24.)

A prescription for a good time

by Chris Miguel

An Interview with Mark of the Spin Doctors

by Chris Miguel

In ancient times, physicians had these round tables on which they would place their patients. These doctors would then spin them really fast, believing that whatever sickness or disease their patients would fly out of their bodies. At least that is what Mark White of the Spin Doctors told me. During my interview with him Sunday afternoon, with the help of fellow journalist Tony Floreno, it felt like we were all attached to one of those spinning tables, as all remnants of sense, logic and seriousness were thrown out the window.

Mark revealed that the term "spin doctor" is quite different than the medieval version; it's someone who puts a spin on whatever the President is saying. If he's lying, they make it sound like the truth. If he's telling the truth, they make it sound like he's lying. Somehow I got the feeling this "Doctor of Spin" would be true to form, comparing fact to fiction in this interview. At times, this is a heavy, patronizing "Dan Rather" interview voice and run-around double talk would get a little frustrating. But as I would soon discover, this bass-playing, wise-ass, liberal, unshaven father of one was actually a great guy. Maybe. You figure it out.

MARK: I know you guys are from New York, but where exactly are you from?

CHRIS: The island of Manhattan.

MARK: How long have you performed together?

CHRIS: Three consecutive years.

MARK: Three consecutive years.

CHRIS: How did you get started as a group?

MARK: Just playing in clubs for a long time, putting up with a lot of nonsense. But we had a good time nonetheless.

CHRIS: How would you describe your music?

MARK: Our music is a blend of everything: rock 'n' roll, disco, rock 'n' roll, funk, rock 'n' roll, ska, rock 'n' roll, punk.

CHRIS: Who are some of your influences?

MARK: We influence each other. Seriously, our influences are too numerous to name.

After begging and pleading with him, Mark said that they were influenced by Parliament Funkadelic (P-funk) and Miles Davis, to name a few. Tony then said how the Sweet Lizard Illite had mentioned P-funk as one of their influences. Mark replied they were "fucking completely lying." He asked us not to print that. We said we wouldn't. Hee hee.

CHRIS: Who are some of your favorite performers?

MARK: Amy Grant, Paula Abdul (seriously), Eye & I...and who else...Prinee, of course.

CHRIS: What's your favorite song on the album "Pocket Full of Kryptonite?"

MARK: The whole album. It's one gigantic song.

TUNY: What's your favorite song to perform live?

MARK: The whole album. It's one gigantic song. (Talk about deja vu)

CHRIS: Is "Little Miss Can't Be Wrong" based on a real person?

MARK: No. It can pertain to anyone. Everybody has someone they call a Little Miss Can't Be Wrong: a mother, daughter, sister...

Please turn to SPIN on page 16.
The title says it all...

by Mike Cappadona

Runners, whose own Columbia Film, 1492, is soon to be released. In this version Columbia is performed by Gerard Depardieu (Green Card). A Frenchman playing an Italian who spent years in Spain.

Welcome another glimpse into entertainment. Progghig, take you week into the near future, television, music and all else will also go into the answer.

OUR questions, which you can drop off anytime to the Montclair office in the Student Center. So now let's travel into what will be.

Believe it or not, the sixties series F-Troop has been off the prime time airwaves for some 25-odd years but will make the great leap to the big screen soon. The 25-odd years but will make the IS

get them sitting. But this display of ties series great leap to the big screen soon. The 25-odd years but will make the IS

don't waste your time listening to an entire LP in

jumpsuit, are being flushed down a toilet as they do by an abysmal tribute to this great piece of music.

The only decent song on this CD (if there is a decent song) is "Everything About You," which appeared on last year's UnMasked. It's never before had such a difficult cover. It's a disaster offspring.

Mark: What do you like best about it?

Tony: The damn sun is out. (He then talked about how they played in a Brookside Park in Bloomfield.)

Mark: What is it like playing there?

Tony: Man, it was raining so hard. I was bummin' out. The heavens were not cooperating that day.

Mark: What is your favorite place to play?

Tony: Ithaca (Colleges). N.Y. We played there lotsa times. That was the first time we ever went outside New York City.

Tony: Any future gigs?

Mark: The Roseland Ballroom on October 1st. Buy your tickets now.

The interview then progressed to his personal life. I thought Mark was going to put the kibosh on any intrusions into his personal space, but he was actually very open about himself, his beliefs, his psyche. He was going to put the kibosh on any intrusion into his personal space, but he was actually very open about himself, his beliefs, his psyche.

Tony: How do you stand on abortion?

Mark: Pro-choice. But abortion is an abomination to this country. However, if they keep it illegal, there will be lots of dead people around (back-alley abortions). It's better to have the child and deal with the consequences later. And practice safe sex (Thank you, Senator).

Mark: What do you think of the term "alternative music"?

Chris: Some people consider us alternative, and some people consider us pop. People have their own opinions. All music would be Top 40 except they don't play it on the radio. I think it's just a weird-ass term some band made up.

Chris: What's your favorite color and why?

Mark: Black. Because it represents all colors...at daytime. Plus it doesn't get as dirty as white, which also represents all colors...at daytime.

Tony: Who are you going to vote for?

Mark: Frank Zappa. If he's nowhere to be seen, Bill Clinton. (He is) the least of all evils.

Tony: Do you think they should legalize marijuana?

Mark: Yes! It is totally against pros-moking. It is a crime against the nation. But they should legalize it. So you don't have to sneak around like a criminal. You can get high with your parents.

Chris: How do you handle on abortion?

Mark: Pro-choice. But abortion is an abomination to this country. However, if they keep it illegal, there will be lots of dead people around (back-alley abortions). It's better to have the child and deal with the consequences later. And practice safe sex (Thank you, Senator).

Chris: What do you think of the term "alternative music"?

Mark: Some people consider us alternative, and some people consider us pop. People have their own opinions. All music would be Top 40 except they don't play it on the radio. I think it's just a weird-ass term some band made up.

Chris: What's your favorite color and why?

Mark: Black. Because it represents all colors...at daytime. Plus it doesn't get as dirty as white, which also represents all colors...at daytime.

Tony: Who's your favorite cartoon character?

Mark: Elmo from Sesame Street. (?!?!?)

Chris: Could you be more specific?

Tony: Could you be more specific?

CHRIS: Where is the biggest place you've ever played?

MARK: Safari, Colorado (at some stadium) filled to the brim.

MARK: If you had a wealthy friend that was into baseball, would you consider us pop. People have their own opinions. All music would be Top 40 except they don't play it on the radio. I think it's just a weird-ass term some band made up.

CHRIS: What's your favorite color and why?

MARK: Black. Because it represents all colors...at daytime. Plus it doesn't get as dirty as white, which also represents all colors...at daytime.

MARK: If you had a wealthy friend that was into baseball, would you consider us alternative, and some people consider us pop. People have their own opinions. All music would be Top 40 except they don't play it on the radio. I think it's just a weird-ass term some band made up.

MARK: Black. Because it represents all colors...at daytime. Plus it doesn't get as dirty as white, which also represents all colors...at daytime.

MARK: If you had a wealthy friend that was into baseball, would you consider us pop. People have their own opinions. All music would be Top 40 except they don't play it on the radio. I think it's just a weird-ass term some band made up.
Mr. Saturday Night
Singles

by Mike Cappadona

Singles is the new film from writer-director Cameron Crowe who brought us Fast Times at Ridgemont High in the early eighties and Say Anything at the end of that same decade. Both of those films were successful in realistically portraying teenage life while still entertaining. With his new film, Crowe retains his observant eye, this time focusing on people in their twenties. Ironically though, the only real difference between Crowe’s teenagers and the people in Singles, is that they don’t go to school.

Bridget Fonda plays Janet, in love with future rock star Cliff (Matt Dillon), who has difficulty noticing this beautiful and attentive girl right under his nose. When Janet thinks larger breasts are what’s needed to snag Cliff’s affections, she promptly goes to the plastic surgeon to seek a new, hourglass figure.

Another segment involves the relationship between a young environmentalist (Kyra Sedgwick) and Department of Transportation worker (Campbell Scott) who have both had bad luck dating in the past.

A third section involves a woman (Sheila Kelley) whose one purpose in life is to attract an eligible man, since the general concept is that these are none around. She hires a maker of videos (director/Tim Burton in cameo) who is described by a co-worker as “the next Martin Scorsese.”

The stories are all tied together by the fact that they all live in a singles complex in Seattle, Washington. The soundtrack of Seattle’s hottest clubs fill each scene with music which enhances the reckless, but intelligent attitudes of the characters. Intelligence is also what makes Singles better than the average young orientated comedy. Although its not terribly funny or overly dramatic, the film is full of likable characters who defy stereotypes and have real problems. The choice of using Seattle as a backdrop enhances the film’s great deal. The cloudy skies and scattered buildings give the film a moody atmosphere that lets you know there is life in the other 49 states. It also works because of the presence of the actors, especially Bridget Fonda, who blends likability with beauty and能力, and is a sort of charm person who steals most of the scenes he appears in. It might be hard to believe, but that rebel of the late seventies Matt Dillon is back and better than ever.

In a few years, I wouldn’t be surprised if Singles becomes a sort of time capsule of popular culture, just as Fast Times at Ridgemont High portrays the high school culture and mentality of the early eighties. This is not a major achievement by any means, but it is still a good place to hang out for a hundred minutes, especially if you get the student rate.

Two new specialty cable TV channels will debut by the end of this year, and although most of MSC’s residents won’t get to see them on campus, they bear mentioning. Besides, you can always head for home and watch cable TV in the comfort of Mom and Dad’s air-conditioned living room.

The first of the new kids on the tube is The Cartoon Channel. Why the hell not? I mean, we have an all news channel, all weather channel, all kids channel, why not cartoons? Don’t even think that this new channel is Nickelodeon Part II. I can name quite a few adults who will be tuning in on a regular basis. I’ll even pop in once in awhile to see all the cartoons I watched when I was growing up. Magilla Gorilla, Underdog, Courageous Cat and Minute Mouse, Heckle and Jeckle, I can go on and on. These are the shows that I would get up at six in the morning to watch. Then you have all the other cartoons, the more recent ones. Fill in the blank whichever ones you might like. Hell, I’d rather watch cartoons than a depressing news channel any day.

The Science Fiction Channel is

A reflection of our times

A newest form of entertainment is the possibility of watching a whole new channel of programming. Whether you like it or not, there is another channel to watch. It’s called The Science Fiction Channel.

The channel’s goal is to capitalize on the current interest in science fiction and fantasy, and to create a new audience for the genre. The channel plans to showcase a variety of programming, including classic science fiction shows, new productions, and movies.

The channel aims to appeal to both science fiction fans and those who are new to the genre. By offering a range of programming, the channel seeks to attract a diverse audience and to broaden the appeal of science fiction and fantasy.

The channel is part of a larger trend among cable and satellite providers to offer targeted programming channels. This trend is driven by the increased competition among providers and the desire to create new revenue streams.

Despite the potential for success, there are challenges associated with launching a new scientific fiction channel. The genre is highly competitive, and there is a limited audience that is willing to pay for it. However, the channel is confident in its ability to attract viewers and to be successful in the long term.

The channel is currently in the planning stages and is expected to launch in the near future. It will be owned and operated by a leading media company and will be available to cable and satellite subscribers.

In conclusion, the launch of The Science Fiction Channel represents a significant development in the world of entertainment and programming. The channel has the potential to appeal to a wide audience and to create a new platform for the science fiction and fantasy genre.
Hey baby, I hope you love that pussy a whole lots
Love you, Diamond Dru Boyd

Cheetahe- Here’s to your last year here! Let’s make the best yet!
Love ya- Tomado

To Steve- Jesus loves you.

Garufi, you’re so damn cute!

Amy, do you feel okay?

SDT & Delta Chi Homecoming ’92: The second time around is always better!!

Iggy- Thanks for brushing my teeth.
Love you- Michelle

Robyn- This is it. I’m outta here. Let’s make this year the best.
Amy


EKMO, I’ll talk to you again. Our last conversation was really great. Towards the end it felt like we could “SAY ANYTHING!”

Handsome Hansler (ZBT)- Sorry I told a few of our secrets!
Love me

ML-Deal-a-Meal

ZBT + OKX = Keep it to a minimum!!! Love a Theta with concerning

Strate (SDT). We will devise a plan, I promise. Love, Neen

Sigma’s 305C- Help! Help! It’s electric!

Dare to be a D- PHI- E

Attention Town Pub waiter Seann: Did you forget about meeting me in the Quad? I’ve been waiting for lunch!! “?”

Nicki O. (Tri Sigma), Happy Birthday! I love you, Your twin

Congratulations to the new Tri Sigma Exec Board: Terri, Jen, Gina, Dawn, Tracy & Anne! Terri, Jen, Gina, Tracy & Danielle (Tri Sigma), We were an awesome Exec Board. I love you all! Dawn

Congratulations to the Zeta Kappa Chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma- three times better!!

Sigma Sigma Sigma- “Faithful Unto Death.”

Colleen (D-Phi-E): His name is Chester- not Chuckie-and can’t eat an entire rice cake in one day.
Love, your neighbor

Lisa (D-Phi-E): We’re always looking out for you- esp. after too much tequila! Love, your two moms

ELVIS - YOU'RE MY HUNKA HUNKA BURNING LUV, MOMO

Tina- I miss you! Get better soon and let’s hang out. Heather and I are always in your corner. Lots of love to you and your family.

D-Phi-E is awesome! I missed you guys over the summer. Welcome back- I love you guys! AH!!

Michelle (Tri Sigma)- You were the best secret Sigma and you are the BEST LITTLE. You’re always in my heart and I love you.

Love your big- Jill

Tracta (Tri Sigma)- Good luck tonight. We did our best! I love you and you really are a “perfect friend.” Love, Jill (Tri Sigma)

Happy birthday Nikki O. We all love you. Love your sisters (Tri Sigma)

A certain kitten that still knows how to scratch- From now on, wet kisses upon your awakening. The scratched one

-Mallory- I love my self portrait- Ariel

Tao Phi Beta- Get psyched for homecoming! Tri-Sigma

Traci- n-Jill (Tri Sigma)- Good luck! Just relax and everything will be just fine!! Love, Steen, Christi, Michelle, and Deanna

To Thelma, I will fix it, whatever you need, I will fix it at my Flix-it shop. Love, Lamers, and screwdrivers, Laisse

Bill (D-Chi): Did you put that damn stereo together yet? Dorinda

To my Tri Sigma sisters, Congrats! I love you and all our hard work paid off!! Love, ZK #10

RUSH SIGMA DELTA PHI!!!

The Oldest, the Best, the only SIGMA!!!

Hey, I woke up! But I think you’re still wet-dreaming about them

If you’re gonna do it- do it right- Sigma Delta Phi

Nerd- I miss you- Dork

Janet (Sigma), I miss you! Let’s get together! You still owe me dinner! Love, Lil’ Absher

Russ (AXP)- I just know we’re gonna make it! Thank you for having faith when I didn’t! I love you

Abbe

ZBT brothers- Had a great time at the mixer- Love, Thetas

To Trzy and the rest of the Senators, I never have been tied up; (to a tree with BBQ grill) Drink! Los

Crash- Thanx for the weekend- I just know everything will be okay! Love ya! me

Jessy, I think you’re a very pretty, sweet girl. Juan

Kathy- You’ve been a great friend. Never accept anything but the best!

-Abbe

Beta Nu’s (Gamma Pi)- Let’s bond real soon! I miss you all so much! -Ziggy

Psycho- When can we have another “girls’ night out”?? -FJ

Joan- Thanx for everything- Jennifer R.

Stacy- HAPPY BIRTHDAY to my little! Love, Laura

Jim- M. Had a great time at the mixer and Park on Thursday.

-Love, me.

Bob (Delta Kappa Pi)- NO! I will not kiss you for a dollar!

Little Chicken Man - How’s the sensory trail? -KD

Just a reminder- Next time you see Jasmine Suwa floating on Cloud 9, remember to congratulate her on her recent engagement to Bill Strupnicki. Don’t be surprised at seeing her left hand a lot more often! We love you guys and wish you the best of luck always!

-Love, the 3rd Floor Freeman Gang.

Laurie (Theta) - Woman, stop stressin’ out! “He said, she said, my momma said, the dog said..., Love, your little.

Talatha Kappa Chi- Experience strength in sisterhood

To Kelli- Miss you and love you, Love your littlest one.

Nicole (Theta)- Wed. night art and gossip sessions, stay tuned! Love, Tomata

Alan and Mike (ZBT)- You guys cheat at pool? Love, Tanja

Jill D. (Theta)- Did you like the popcorn in your shower? Love, Tomata

Joanne (Sigma)- I just wanted to write to say “Hi!”

To Ness (lambda Theta Phi)- I beepydoe, “Beep!” Rocky “LTA”

Tomato and Ghost- It’s revenges of the sweetmates- you’ll never get us! Love, Sweetmates from hell

Carmen- I hope you get well soon. Although we don’t speak right now I still miss you. Canano

To Madrid (mac Daddy); TRULY! Rocky and Maria “LTA”

Psycho women of 308C- Had a blast in the city!!- Your friendly neighborhood gynecologist

Donna (Theta)- Watch out for those pillows- they can be dangerous. Love, Brenda and David

Phi Sig- Thanks for being the silver lining in a dark cloud. Love, “Theta”

Jim M. (ZBT)- Was there really something in the cellar- or a phone call?

To my left- Please burn those incriminating pictures!! Love, Your right hand

ZBT- You cheat at pool! Love, Mur-Mur

JoAnne and Sheila(Sigma)- You guys are the greatest. I don’t know what I’d do without you! Abbe

To the Sisters of Lambda Theta Alpha, We love you! Rocky #3 and Maria #7

Keith (Senate)- It’s not a challenge if there’s no response! Play the game, Dorinda

“Jason Silver” (You know who you are): Thanks to you I have yellow marker on my pillow case!! And it is your fault- “Donna”

Muppet (ZBT)- Thanx for helpin’ me cheat with the quarter! To Matt

Barry, Let’s make it work this time. I love you. Amy

Carmen, I was really happy to see you on Sunday when you came by my house and I saw that smile on your face. Carrius

To the Sigma House Live-in-sisters!! JK, SP, DG, MB: It’s been so good, so far, no casualties yet, but how about somebody else doing the dishes? Love you anyway, 6th Houseman, JC

Get the fuck off my back and please, get a life Johnny P.! You’re the one every one! "Wet?" Chorus

To Kathy- Did you figure it out yet? Stay tuned for more details!

Debbie - Harry L. loves you, but he saw me first! Gotta love that butt-crack! Love Eylysa

Sam - our chair will never be the same again! Love 305A

Ilona- Never trust a guy who still sleeps with a stuffed dog. Corinne

Mom- Happy Birthday! Love you! Jenn

Michele (Tri-Sigma)- Stop wearing tight clothing and high-heeled shoes. Love the commuter sisters T+D

The cowlicks are still there, Just disguised.

Christine, Anne + Jen (Tri Sigma) - “I wear tight clothing, high-heeled shoes...” I love you guys! Love your “suite” pea, Michelle

John- Let’s make things work.

I love my disease. Love, Jenn

“Arnaldo- I guess honesty isn’t your best policy. Try telling the truth next time.

Yeah.

Dare to be a D-Phi-E!

Oh! Maryanne! Don’t let that city slicker get you down! I love you!! Chrissy poor poo

Andrew- You better watch out for Kevin! He’s on the lookout for you. You know who!

“I swear it, by the end of the night, I’ll kiss her,” Garooof

“Wet?” Chorus

Is it this new food or is something wrong with my bowels movements? - A seated student.
HELP WANTED

PT Office Work
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday.
Hrs. available 1:00-5:00. No dress code- 5 minute drive from school.
$5.50 per hour. 1-800-245-1826

TRAVEL FREE! SELL QUALITY VACATIONS FOR THE MOST RELIABLE SPRING BREAK COMPANY! JAMAICA, CUBA, MARGARITA ISLAND, FLORIDA, BEST COMMISSIONS/SERVICE. SUN SPLASH TOURS 1-800-426-7710

TOURS 1-800-426-7710

BRAND NEW 1989 Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon
$5,800

WEAR ART
T-shirts, jackets painted Original art airbrushed Prices vary with complexity Will do Greek letters Call 893-5600 for more info

WEAR ART
T-shirts, jackets painted Original art airbrushed Prices vary with complexity Will do Greek letters Call 893-5600 for more info

SCHOOL TIES

PARADISE PICTURE FRAMING
JAPY LANNING PRODUCTIONS
ROBERT MANDEL
SCHOOL TIES
BRIAN FINCH
TAMARA FISHER
MICHAEL TABORS
DANIEL BONNER
BILL WOLFGANG
BARRIE MOSKAY
STANLEY JAPY
SHERRY LANNING

OPENED FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

C

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25-30 WORDS) ALONG WITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE MONTCLARION TO: THE MONTCLARION 113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX, MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043, ATTN: CLASSIFIEDS.

CHILD CARE

Mother's helper needed 4-7pm Mon.-Fri. for smart, well-behaved 10 year old boy. Must drive, own car preferable. Leave message 744-8276.

Babysitter wanted for Friday nights and Saturday nights for great 2 year old. If you love kids, have good references, and own car call 746-2464. $5.00

MERCHANDISE

WEAR ART
T-shirts, jackets painted Original art airbrushed Prices vary with complexity Will do Greek letters Call 893-5600 for more info

1979 Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon
Only 70,000 miles! Runs beautifully, New tires, new exhaust, new shocks, new brakes. Insurance broke me. $1200 or b/o. Call Kevin at 893-5230
The Montclarion
Thursday, September 24, 1992

Comics

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

I didn’t do it. I didn’t do it. I’m innocent. I am innocent.

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

You should be dead, you know, Calvin.

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

I am not going to think about that.

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

Outland by Barks

Outland by Barks

I am constantly syndicated and modified by just how professional can society and become.

Outland by Barks

Outland by Barks

Outland by Barks
Lois Fyfe is still making softball headlines at MSC, even though her Red Hawk softball career is over. The fifth-year senior has been nominated for the 1992 Honda Award. The award, sponsored by the Honda Motor Corporation, is annually given to the nation's top collegiate women's softball player.

The nomination came unexpectedly to Fyfe, the 1992 Division III Player of the Year. "I'm also very surprised. I was also thrilled with the nomination," said Fyfe. Awards in general shouldn't come as a surprise to Fyfe. However, the Honda Award is the women's softball equivalent to the Heisman Trophy. Fyfe broke eight MSC records during the '92 season. She was expectedly to Fyfe, the 1992 Division III Player of the Year. "I'm also very surprised. I was also thrilled with the nomination," said Fyfe. Awards in general shouldn't come as a surprise to Fyfe. However, the Honda Award is the women's softball equivalent to the Heisman Trophy. Fyfe broke eight MSC records during the '92 season. She was spectacular both on the mound and at the plate, although most of the records she broke were offensive. The Morristown native set new MSC standards for batting average, slugging percentage, hits, doubles, triples, and RBI this past spring.

On the mound, Fyfe sported a 20-15 record to go with an excellent 1.75 ERA. Perhaps her most impressive feat in '92 was being the winning pitcher for the NCAA Tournament games in one day. Her overall tournament performance propelled MSC into the Division III College World Series. The Red Hawks came into the World Series seeded sixth in the six-team field. The finished third, which was good for a final ranking of third in Division III.

Although she is flattered by the Honda nomination, Fyfe doesn't expect to win the award. "I don't think I'm going to win, but I'm proud of just being considered. There are some very talented and more well known players up for the award, so I believe one of them will win," said Fyfe. One of the nominees is two-time Honda Award winner Lisa Fernandez, of UCLA.

Lisa Fernandez was 29-0 with an astounding 0.14 ERA, and is the favorite to win the award for the third time.

Over her career, Fyfe provided MSC softball with outstanding play as well as durability. The 1992 ECAC Player of the Year played in every MSC softball game for four seasons, which is an indication of her dedication to the team and the game.

Now that her collegiate career is over, Fyfe plans to stick with softball. This past summer, she played for the New Jersey Rebels, an American Softball Association team that competes at the "A" level. The league is highly competitive and plays at the second highest level of women's softball in the country. "I like the competition, so I want to keep playing in that league," she said.

For the last few years, Fyfe has played softball almost all year around. "With summer leagues, fall practices, and the college season, the only months I wasn't playing were November, December, and most of January," said Fyfe.

After being named Second Team All State in 1988, Fyfe came to MSC because she wanted to become a teacher. She had been recruited by several out-of-state schools, but decided to stay in New Jersey. Currently, Fyfe is completing her course work and will do her student teaching at Pequannock High School. She also hopes to help our Pequannock's softball team in 1993.
Can volleyball team "spike" back?

by Nicole Festa

A little more than a week ago, the MSC volleyball team vowed to fly high in '92. However, after this weekend's disappointing losses, the Red Hawks realize it might be an uphill battle. Despite strong efforts and determination, on September 19, the Red Hawks volleyball team fell to the clutches of Stevens Tech in two straight sets, 15-10 and 15-7. In the second game of the double-header, MSC fell to FDU in four sets, 15-6, 15-9, 13-15 and 15-3.

These were two disappointing losses to a team considered by head coach Anita Kubicka to be the "best talent seen on a volleyball court at MSC." However, it is still early in the season, and the team should be more "together" now.

The big questions probably being asked are: Can they bounce back and put these losses behind them? Can they still "fly high?" Well the expectations for a good season are obviously still present. The volleyball team has many more chances to prove to themselves, as well as to others that they can go far this season.

Three of those opportunities come this week on their home court. The Red Hawks are scheduled to compete against Marywood on Thursday, Sept. 24 at 6 p.m., followed by a non-conference double-header against St. Elizabeth and Manhattanville on Saturday, Sept. 26 at 1 p.m. These are two important games for the Red Hawks because on Tuesday, September 29, they will have to contend with their NJAC rival William Paterson at 6 p.m. in Panzer Gymnasium.

The Red Hawks were led individually by their number-one player Ray Gaffney, who shot a tournament-best 76. MSC's number-three player Gary Homer shot a 78, with number-two man Peter De Lazaro right behind him with a 79. Number-four player Casey O'Reilly shot an 81.

The Red Hawk golfers are looking forward to a successful season after some strong performances late last season. The '92-'93 team is packed with veteran golfers. Gaffney, De Lazaro, Homer and John Krick, the team's number five man, are all returning players. O'Reilly and Mike Hayes are newcomers who are expected to make an impact.

Gaffney, the winner of last year's prestigious Plainfield Country Club Tournament, will be counted on to provide the team with consistently good scores. De Lazaro, known for his excellent short game, returns to MSC after a two year absence. He spent plenty of time working on his game in Florida since leaving the team. Homer, who won individual honors in last year's East Stroudsburg Classic (72), is excited about the team's chances this season. "This year's team is loaded with talent. I'm sure with the help of our coaches Pete Petanio and Bob Downey, we will see continued success," said Homer.

The Red Hawk golfers' next test comes tomorrow when they participate in a tournament at Edgewood in the Pines Golf Course.

In The Bleachers

by Keith A. Idee

The MSC golf team began its fall season in impressive fashion by winning the East Stroudsburg Classic at the Delaware Water Gap Country Club in East Stroudsburg, Pa. on Monday, Sept. 14.

Each team plays in a tournament with five players. The top four scores of a team's five players make up that team's final score. MSC won this tournament with a total score of 314. The Red Hawks' closest opponent shot a total of 323.

The Red Hawks were led individually by their number-one player Ray Gaffney, who shot a tournament-best 76. MSC's number-three player Gary Homer shot a 78, with number-two man Peter De Lazaro right behind him with a 79. Number-four player Casey O'Reilly shot an 81.

The big questions probably being asked are: Can they bounce back and put these losses behind them? Can they still "fly high?" Well the expectations for a good season are obviously still present. The volleyball team has many more chances to prove to themselves, as well as to others that they can go far this season.

Three of those opportunities come this week on their home court. The Red Hawks are scheduled to compete against Marywood on Thursday, Sept. 24 at 6 p.m., followed by a non-conference double-header against St. Elizabeth and Manhattanville on Saturday, Sept. 26 at 1 p.m. These are two important games for the Red Hawks because on Tuesday, September 29, they will have to contend with their NJAC rival William Paterson at 6 p.m. in Panzer Gymnasium.

The Red Hawks were led individually by their number-one player Ray Gaffney, who shot a tournament-best 76. MSC's number-three player Gary Homer shot a 78, with number-two man Peter De Lazaro right behind him with a 79. Number-four player Casey O'Reilly shot an 81.

The Red Hawk golfers are looking forward to a successful season after some strong performances late last season. The '92-'93 team is packed with veteran golfers. Gaffney, De Lazaro, Homer and John Krick, the team's number-five man, are all returning players. O'Reilly and Mike Hayes are newcomers who are expected to make an impact.

Gaffney, the winner of last year's prestigious Plainfield Country Club Tournament, will be counted on to provide the team with consistently good scores. De Lazaro, known for his excellent short game, returns to MSC after a two year absence. He spent plenty of time working on his game in Florida since leaving the team. Homer, who won individual honors in last year's East Stroudsburg Classic (72), is excited about the team's chances this season. "This year's team is loaded with talent. I'm sure with the help of our coaches Pete Petanio and Bob Downey, we will see continued success," said Homer.

The Red Hawk golfers' next test comes tomorrow when they participate in a tournament at Edgewood in the Pines Golf Course.

N.F.L. Picks: Week 4

Michael Frasco, sports writer:

2. t-Chicago -4 over Atlanta. Bears at home will defeat the punchless Falcons.
4. t-St. Louis -11 over San Diego. The Rams at home will defeat the punchless Falcons.

Steve Garuffi, Editorial Page Editor:

1. N.Y. Jets over x-L.A. Rams in a pick 'em. And just think, the Jets still have to play the Pat s and Colts.
3. San Francisco -3 over x-New Orleans. Another road game, but S.F. is simply better.
4. Atlanta +4 over x-Chicago. A close game. Take the points.
5. x-Houston -11 over San Diego. This one should be over by halftime.

Keith A. Idee, Sports Editor:

1. N.Y. Jets over x-L.A. Rams in a pick 'em. No way the Jets go 0-4 with Nagle back..
2. x-Chicago -4 over Atlanta. I wouldn't want to use Difka on Monday morning after losing three in a row. Would you?
4. Miami -6 over x-Chicago. Marino will keep Dolphins undefeated.
5. San Francisco +3 over Pittsburgh. Take the points, because Bost Favre will keep the Packers in this one.

Calle, Managing Editor:

1. x-L.A. Rams over N.Y. Jets. Hate the Jets. Go back to Shea...
2. t-Atlanta +4 over x-Da' Bears. Take the 4 points. Neal Deon is too much.
3. x-Chicago -4 over Atlanta. I always bet two teams: Miami and whoever plays the Jets.
4. Miami -6 over x-Chicago. A close game. Take the points.
5. San Francisco -3 over x-New Orleans. Be careful this one could be close.

Maureen McGowan News Editor:

3. Green Bay +3 over Pittsburg. Refer to Jets comment.
4. Miami -6 over x-Chicago. Calle typed this. (see Calle's picks above.)
5. x-Da' Bears over Atlanta +4. Ditka.

x—denotes home team
*—denotes best bet of the week
Men's soccer drops to 3-3  

by Craig Beraoh

There were plenty of fire-works at the MSC men's soccer home opener Friday night. Red Hawks defeated Rowan, 1-0, in a thrilling game. The action was and when the smoke settled, the Red Hawks were spotted by the Golden Pheas of Rowan College. 

With the score tied at 2-2 midway through the second half, Rowan scored twice in 1:48 to spoil MSC's first home game. The first half was marked by tight tackling and great goalkeeping. Mark Williams frustrated Rowan for the first forty-five minutes by repeatedly going high, wide, left and right. The air in the goal box was cleared of crosses and throw-ins in front of a studded crowd. Mark played the best game of the season," said head coach Rob Chesney. The game's first goal was set up when playmaking midfielder Fernando Barbato sent Dennis Mancero free on a shot with a beautiful chest pass. Mancero was taken down in the box and awarded a penalty kick. Dan Gilmore was set up when play was going to the bottom left comer, was set up when play was going to the bottom left corner. Mancero was taken down in the box and awarded a penalty kick. Dan Gilmore was set up when play was going to the bottom left corner. Mancero was taken down in the box and awarded a penalty kick. Dan Gilmore was set up when play was going to the bottom right corner, and MSC ended the first half into a 1-0-2 tie. Bucci's fifth of the season. Rowan took the lead early in the second half, scoring twice in a span of 1:48. 

The MSC women's tennis team faces an outside chance at a comeback Thursday, Sept. 28 at 3 p.m. at Lexington City State to take on the Dutch. MSC regrouped after trailing 1-4 before starting a 5-1 run and never looked back. The team's four goals, including two by Nevbart for the victory. Backcourt player of the game for the season along with Carlos Hazen, who scored his second. The win proved costly as two of the women's team were injured. Freshman midfielder Hamzah Altidmain and junior defender Marian Neffinger missed the Rowan loss.

Division 3 champ Ithaca runs over MSC Bombers gain 41 yards on the ground

by Michael Frasco

The Ithaca Bombers gave the MSC football program a painful lesson on the level of play the Red Hawks can expect to have in order to compete for a Division 3 championship in the near future. While MSC certainty hopes to reach the championship level, the team must first worry about regrouping after the 49-19 beating it took before 4,185 fans in Ithaca, N.Y. last Saturday.

Junior linebacker Jeff Witman's 134 yards, Ithaca (2-0) totaled 410 yards rushing, the most ever yielded by MSC. After all the damage was done in the Division 3 national champion's 15 tries and 30 attempts, they amassed 325 yards in total offense.

As bad as things turned out, MSC (0-2) did start the game with some momentum. Steve Banas led the initial Red Hawk drive that lasted over 4 minutes, covering 42 yards. However, the Ithaca defense held up and forced a Rob Funicello punt which put the Bombers inside its own 10 yard line.

From that point, Ithaca assumed control of the ball and the game, as it put together an 86-yard scoring drive in just nine plays. The drive ended with a 28-yard field goal by Ed Mahoney, giving the Bombers an early 3-0 lead.

Within the next five minutes, Ithaca quarterback Joe Fitzgerald scored on a 2-yard keeper. The first strike was for 23 yards to Tom Osborne, carrying a six-play, 53-yard drive. The second was a 12-yard pass to Mike Murtha, finishing off a 14-play, 73-yard march. This put Ithaca up 17-0 with the second quarter just under way. MSC finally scored on the 27-yard pass from Banas to Tyrone Rolls with 4:23 left in the half. This completed MSC's longest drive of the day as it went 76 yards in 12 plays to tie it up 17-7. Ithaca had stretched its lead to 24-0 earlier after Banas fumbled and Ithaca recovered on the MSC 18. Two plays later, Murtha scored on a three yard run.

Perhaps the biggest play of the game came with Ithaca leading 24-7 and the half winding down. Fitzgerald took the snap on a third and third and quickly heaved a pass to Ken Szymansky, who preserved the team's victory for competition.

Freshman Traci Szymanski was the star for Red Hawks. She won her singles match 6-4, 6-3, 6-4, and teamed up with fellow freshman Allison Voelz for a 6-2 victory at No. 5. For her efforts, Szymanski was named to the NJAC Tennis Honor Roll for last week.

At the Division 3 title.

The MSC team has two remaining road games against rivals Drew and William Paterson this weekend in games that will hold a strong regional championship contest. The team will have a week off to prepare for their home opener on the 29th of September, 2009.

The game is expected to be a stepping stone for the team.

Tennis wins a deuce as Szymanski stars

by Karen Plumstead

The MSC men's tennis team won both of its matches this past weekend to improve its overall record. The team took care of its, first victory of the season's 8-1 trouncing at the hands of a three-setter over Kings College is new in their match. The Red Hawks need to maintain a level of consistency that needs to be maintained.

Ithaca's Oswostro's's goalposting propels field hockey

by Mark Alan Belnay

The MSC field hockey team now owns its first victory of the season. Their first victim was Kings College of Pennsylvania this weekend. The team was again led by the outstanding goalkeeping of Lori Oswostro as she held Kings College to a single goal in MSC's 2-1 victory. Oswostro is solid in goal since the onset of the season. The Red Hawks played remarkably well considering the problems the program has faced thus far this season in terms of manning a team for competition.

The team faced the full manned squad from Rowan College and was defeated 5 to 0 on Saturday. Oswostro was implied outstanding as she was the only person in the match who played short short once again. Oswostro, who preserved the team's victory against Kings College is new in the NCAA. Oswostro was set up by the unselfishness of Jessica Edelman, who has given up her position in goal to become a top-flight field player because of the lack of support the team can field. Head coach Barbara Brown has done a remarkable job in molding together a squad of athletes that work as one on the field and will at last be joined by three new players that will give the MSC team a full roster for the remaining games of the season.

The MSC team has two remaining road games against rivals Drew and William Paterson on Sept. 24th and Sept. 26th at William Paterson before returning to MSC for their home opener on the 29th of September.

The home opener on the 29th is the first game of a three-game home stand that includes games against former national champions Trenton State and a match with Rowan College in a game that will hold a strong revenge factor for the MSC team.

After only three games it is evident that the team is loaded with a group of talented athletes who are finally at full strength after a tough road at the season's onset. The 2-0-1 record that the team is carrying into the season. Kings College showed that this team is fully capable of victory and the home opener against Kings College will be a stepping stone for the rest of the season.